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The title track ("Hosannah"), the Hindi version of which is recreated by Rahman, will always remain his best track - a perfect example of a perfect song, that soars, grows and is a perfect performance from every angle. This is also best described in the words of YMC herself.
The sweetest song, I have ever heard! Okay, let's get the obvious out of the way. Yes, there are songs that are clunky and don't move, or dance around a bit, or that are so obviously out of place, that one would have to listen to the entire song and gauge how to react. Ye
Maaya Chesave is one such kind of film. Though Gautham Menon is a director that operates on a casual-style with his actors, with this one, he's really tapped into a pop-cultural, youthful vibe that simply rocks the film. There are moments where you're just going'really?' but
there's also'really?' moments - the kind that make you realize, 'hey, this is sooo cool - whoaaaa' And yes, 'Awesome!' There is no doubt about it, as the performances are top-notch. If you're a Bhojpuri fan, then you'd know how this film will give you a charge! That's not to
say that the language is that bad. The lyrics are translated effectively into Hindi and the spoken Hindi is actually quite cool. All the actress would say was 'Ishan?. They're right. The grammar, the pronunciation, the placements, everything in every bit of language is perfect.
Is this a matter of re-writing for the Hindi audience? A fine idea if you ask us, but the translation, so far, has been good and well done. Hahaha, no. This is a flawless Hindi film. Naga Chaitanya and Samantha's chemistry is apparent from the first minute. But the film deals
with the challenges of a growing relationship over a time period of 12 years. The movie features a song Inka Nannu Nenu Entha Aapinaa that's set to mark a new benchmark in Telugu music.This is Samantha's 2nd Tamil Film after Vaanathai Pola.
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I cant stress enough how important it is for us to understand the industry. Otherwise, we tend to judge the movie on the premise of its nudity or lack of a plot. The camera work, the cinematography, the sets, the editing – all of these combine to make for a great movie, says
Akkineni. Nevertheless, the director has offered something called thrill and feel of suspense for the viewers. Then after Jessie (we dont even know that her name is Samantha by the time) is shown in the wedding gown, the movie rolls back into Karthiks flashback. Im going

by the screenplay in detail because the movie offered that much life that we are talking about even after ten years where the lead pair became a real-life couple. Thats the proof for the magic it created. And I also want to take the reader into that emotional state when
he/she watched this movie for the first time. When asked about his association with the film, Menon notes that he did not interfere in the making of the film at any point. And thats how this movie was made. It was a real director-producer combination, which is why it

worked so well, says Menon, confirming that the film is a debutant effort by him. The BGM that was merged with the narrative could as well be taken in at the local theatre. However as it is all here in HD, if you have not had it on big-screen then take advantage of this rare
opportunity. Also, chances are that audience wont be seated with headphones for the tribute songs. Following his depression following Jessies death, Karthik takes action by sleeping with all the available women with no effort (the movie takes up a lot of plottime). These
casual actions of his lead to a series of events which are cinematic and full of suspense. We know from the beginning who Jessie is, and the movie builds up to that moment with lots of suspense and drama. In the climax, Karthik realizes what he has done to deserve the

punishment of being punished. All this unfolds to a beautiful close with a touching emotional climax. Ye Maaya Chesave has a lot to thank for being what it is. These days it is hard to find movies like these anymore, they are rare and precious gems in the industry. And this
is just a good movie, watch out for the upcoming films of this director and Samantha. 5ec8ef588b
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